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1. Whatis KU-SGUTANDEMProgram?

In this program, Japanese students and 
international students are paired up to 
enjoy conversations both in English 
and Japanese as well as cultural 
exchanges on a one-to-one basis.

Your ability of 
using Japanese 
would be better！

You can make 
friends with 
Japanese students！



2. Purpose of KU-SGUTANDEMProgram
・Gaining confidence in Japanese conversation
・Make friends with Japanese students

1:1 conversations are the way to go!！
1. You’ll have a lot more opportunities to talk in Japanese

than in large-scale events, which is effective for 
improving your Japanese language skills!

2. You may build a close friendship with your partner!☺



3. Whom we recommend it to!
1. People who want to learn Japanese language.

(Beginners are welcome.)

2. People who want to improve their Japanese language skills. 

3．People who want to make friends with Japanese students.

4. People who want to share their culture with Japanese students.

5. People who hesitate or have no time to join the international exchange
events held at KU. etc・・・

TANDEM Program, where you can talk with

your Japanese partner on a 1:1 basis, may be able to help you!



6. Our Future Plans

If you have any questions, please contact us.
（Email: tandem.sgu@gmail.com)

 Daily conversational level of English or higher
is required.

 Please note that we will match you up with a
pair based on the information on the
application form.

Sep. 2021- 2nd pre-operation will start
Apr. 2022- The official operation will start
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